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the study of Khasi.1 In an appendix to his study of
Khasi he examined Palong, Wa and Riang of the middle
valley of the Sal ween. Palong was already connected with
the Mon-Khmer family by Logan and Kuhn, Grierson
in his Linguistic Survey (II, pp. 1, 88ff.) added Wa
and Riang to it. Wa and Riang extends almost to the
same latitude as Khasi.
Schmidt next studied 2 the Nikobarese and by a study
of its phonology proved that it belongs to the Mon-Khmer
family and is related to other languages which belong to
the same group. There is resemblance even in particular
details of vocalism and consonantism. It has the same
development for the roots in ya and wa as in the Mon-
Khmer languages, the same for the mode of the production
of palatals. As to the morphology, it 'presents some
earlier phases of morphological development in many cases
and gives us the key for explaining a series of forms in
Mon-Khmer.3 Nicobarese is not pollysy llabie as often
said; the roots are monosyllabic like other Mon-Khmer
languages and are developed by infixes and prefixes.
There are besides suffixes in it which are completely
missing in other Mon-Khmer languages. Most of these
suffixes indicate direction (as it happens in the languages
of islands) meaning cardinal points. But there are a few
which have purely grammatical function. Hence Niko-
barese is a link between the Munda (or.Kol) and the great
1 Grundzuge einer   Lautlehre der  Khasi-Sprache in ihren	-
eliungen zu derjenigen der Mon-khmer Sprachen (1905) : Abhandlungen
der kBnigl. Bayer Akad. d. Wiss. (I. KL, Vol. XXII, III).
» Of.  gt. Mon-khmer ffproafcen, §§ 199 ff. and 225'ff., Or. Khari-
Spracbe, § ISlff.
3 Of. Appendix to Die Mon-khmer Vtlker, em BindegUed Zwischen
Volkern Zentralasiens und Austronesiens , 1906 (<#. French Translation
, VII, pp. 251£E.),

